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ABSTRACT
ANNABELLA SILLS: MPower: Thesis Project for Increased Financial Investment,
Sustainability, and Growth for the MPower: Lead Through The Creed Program
(Under the Direction of Scott Fiene)
MPower is a leadership and diversity conference hosted annually by the UM Student
Union for incoming freshmen. I conducted a meeting with University officials including the
Dean of students providing concrete evidence for why the University of Mississippi should
increase financial investment for the program. Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, our scheduled
stakeholder meeting had to be pushed to the fall semester as many departments are unable to
collaborate on this project at this time. Therefore, this thesis paper has been adjusted
accordingly. My thesis work will be used to collaborate with multiple campus departments to
increase the sustainability of the program with the goal to expand the program so that all UM
freshmen will have the opportunity to participate. Though this paper has an end page, the work
of thesis does not and will continue to be used to reach its original goal.
The evidence provided is attributed to the work of the MPower students and staff, the
School of Business Administration in conjunction with the work of Carnegie Dartlet, and the
following University of Mississippi Departments: Department of Communication, Department of
Marketing, Department of the Provost, and Department of Inclusion and Diversity.
This thesis will lay the foundation to show why, how, and where the University of
Mississippi should invest time, resources, and monetary funding into the MPower Program. My
thesis work will be used in the fall semester to help MPower achieve this goal of expansion with
the goal of benefiting the University of Mississippi by increasing student engagement, retention
rates, alumni engagement, and the overall brand of Ole Miss.
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PREFACE
I simply could not begin this thesis without acknowledging how it can be and why it
matters so deeply to me. If the writing in the coming pages is dramatic, that’s because my thesis
was a dramatic experience. My thesis journey has been one filled with laughter and tears,
inspiration and defeat, new friendships and budget cuts. If my story seems overly emotional, well
it was. I would be doing a disservice to myself to not accurately capture each defining moment of
my thesis journey in hopes to convince you to invest your time and resources to help each future
freshman experience the pivotal, inspirational, and transformative experience of MPower.
From Honors Welcome week to late nights in the Study Dungeon to early mornings in
the Thesis Library, my thesis has truly become a part of my collegiate identity. Attending
MPower 2016 as a freshman established the trajectory of my four years at Ole Miss. Serving as
an MPower Peer Leader taught me the importance of mentorship. Having the responsibility as
Head MPower Peer Leader shaped my perspective. Putting my experiences and research into a
thesis is more than a writing typed upon 100% cotton bond paper, binded together with my name
in gold writing underneath the seal of the Honors College. My thesis lives in moments of
inspiration and transformation. My thesis grew stronger in moments of defeat and criticism. My
thesis survives because of the hopes and dreams, accomplishments and failures, of the students
who call the Sally McDonald Barksdale Honors College home. My thesis lives to recognize the
empowering transformation that MPower allows students to undergo. My thesis survives so that
more students will have the opportunity to be inspired, mentored, and changed because of the
MPower program. I hope you will digest the data and personal stories in the upcoming pages
with the same gravity that they have meant in the lives of students at the University of
Mississippi.
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Chapter I: MPower: Lead Through the Creed
MPower: Lead Through the Creed is a program offered to incoming freshmen that
focuses on mentorship, leadership, diversity, community, inclusion, and connection to UM
values. The program is centered around the University Creed which states as follows:
Figure 1.1

 The UM Creed

The University of Mississippi is a community of learning dedicated to nurturing excellence
in intellectual inquiry and personal character in an open and diverse environment.
As a voluntary member of this community:
I believe in the respect for the dignity of each person
I believe in fairness and civility
I believe in personal and professional integrity
I believe in academic honesty
I believe in academic freedom
I believe in being a good steward of our resources
I pledge to uphold these values and encourage others to follow my example.

Each day of the conference revolves around tenets of the Creed providing students with
activities, team building exercises, deep thought provoking conversations, debating dialogues,
and real life examples of how the tenants are embodied by UM community members. The
program has existed since 2015 and is currently hosted by the UM Student Union.
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Chapter II: Leadership Learning Outcomes
MPower defines “Learning Outcomes” as the main objectives and takeaways participants
receive from participating in the program. The Learning Outcomes for each MPower participant
vary based on each individual, yet all learning outcomes share a common foundation of impact.
There are four main areas that Learning Outcomes are focused on: Social Responsibility, Self
Awareness, Leadership Knowledge and Application, and Community Development. Each area
correlates to a value listed in the UM Creed. Everything from the curriculum that MPower uses
to the team building activities are centered around these four areas.
Social Responsibility
The goals of Social Responsibility are founded upon two main objectives. The first is for
students to be able to leave the program knowing and articulating their own personal social
identities. The second is for students to discuss systems of power, priviledge, and social systems.
MPower achieves both of these objectives by having deep meaningful discussions and thought
provoking activities focused on addressing areas of privilege or opportunity gaps, understanding
gender inequities in the workplace, and strengthening race relations on campus. As freshmen,
most students will have never had the opportunity to sit and reflect upon what divides or unites
individuals. These important discussions will be correlated directly to the UM community, the
students’ next four years on campus, and the tenants of the UM Creed. MPower students have
the opportunity to explore these identities and learn how they can be socially responsible
students of the University of Mississippi.
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Figure 2.1

 Social Responsibility Strategic Plan Summary

1.) Value civic engagement and contribution
2.) Understand concepts of power, privilege, and oppression
3.) Assess the impact of individual actions on others
4.) Demonstrate inclusive behavior
5.) Challenge the unethical behaviors of others
6.) Contribute to community through acts of service and reciprocity
7.) Create solutions to address social issues and inequities

MPower teaches students how to take advantage of a safe space where delicate dialog
can be held in a respectful manner. Being proactive and addressing these areas at the very
beginning of students’ exposure to the University establishes a more unified campus culture,
fosters an inclusive community, and even helps prevent future issues, scandals, and hate crimes.
A summary of the tangible action steps that MPower will take to ensure that students understand
the premise of Social Responsibility are represented in Figure 2.1.
Self Awareness
The two main goals for the “Self Awareness Leadership Learning Outcomes” are to
articulate self values and learn individuals’ top five leadership strengths. The first year of college
is difficult for many reasons but one main reason revolves around the question of identity. For
many first year students this is their first time living on their own and gaining a new sense of
responsibility over their life.
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Being able to reflect upon self values in a safe environment with peers helps students
gain a sense of confidence for their newfound control over their life. This also helps students
think and act responsibly with their sudden increase of freedom.
MPower provides students with access to resources on campus, many resources that
incoming freshmen are not aware exist such as the Center for Diversity and Inclusions, the
LGBTQ+, The Sarah Islom Center for Women, the Ole Miss Counseling Center, etc. Not only
does MPower teach students how to have these conversations but the MPLs provide an
immediate relation to an upperclassman who can help navigate and guide throughout their
freshmen year as they further explore these topics. One MPL writes:
“For me, I wasn’t an MPower participant. I only had the experience of being a [MPL] and
that unique fact allowed me to focus more on the principles behind mentorship rather than the
programming. Being able to facilitate conversation in a safe environment with students from
marginalized and majority communities alike was incredible. I really got to see a culmination of
perspectives foster [freshmans] initial experiences on campus and have been thrilled seeing how
they navigate this place ever since. I learned how to word things correctly, ask questions at
appropriate times, or if I even needed to know certain information at all. It was remarkably
rewarding to visit the MLK museum as well. Something about standing in the place where hatred
once consumed efforts for peace and coexistence effectively sealed our purpose for me. It
allowed me to consider how my university’s history has shaped its present and how I (along with
all of the participants and leaders alike) could shape her future” (MPower Attendee 2020).
4.

MPower hosts multiple training sessions, activities, and exercises to help students
identify their own leadership strengths. At MPower 2018, ninety-six percent of all participants
were able to correctly recall their top five leadership strengths (Anonymous 2020). These
leadership strengths are focused on each day helping students gain knowledge for how to use
their strengths as a college student, specifically in the academic setting. Outside of the academic
setting, MPower students are shown how they can put their leadership skills to use by becoming
involved in campus. Each MPL has the opportunity for students to learn and ask questions about
the multiple and varying student organizations that the MPLs are a part of. This not only
provides networking opportunities for students with MPLs but also helps freshmen find other
first year students who would like to become involved in similar areas. One MPower Student
says, “Not only did [MPower] allow me to be plugged in my freshman year, but it also helped
me learn what kind of leader I wanted to be at the University of Mississippi” (Anonymous 2020).
Figure 2.2

Self-Awareness Strategic Plan Summary

1. Identify core values
2. Articulate personal social identities
3. Align personal actions with values and beliefs
4. Assess personal strengths and opportunities for growth
5. Develop a sense of purpose
6. Process feedback and integrate into future behaviors
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Taking the time to stop and think about the next four years as a freshman is difficult to
do. By having MPower guide freshmen through this process, students are able to have an easier
transition into leadership positions as soon as their first semester on campus. A summary of the
tangible action steps that MPower will take to ensure that students understand the premise of Self
Awareness are represented in Figure 2.2.

Leadership Knowledge and Application
The next Leadership Learning Objective is focused on “Leadership Knowledge and
Application.” MPower specifically provides students with resources and tips for how to apply
such in an academic setting. MPLs help students learn their own leadership strengths. Activities
help put these skills into practical application. MPLs also help students learn about tools,
resources, and tips necessary to apply their leadership skills in their new academic setting. This
is crucial to freshmen success given the difficult transition of high school to college.
MPower students are made aware of resources on campus such as the Writing Lab and free
tutoring. MPLs help students understand how to take advantage of office hours, manage
school/social balance during their first year, and signs of when they need to reach out for
additional academic assistance. Another MPower student states, “MPower pointed my attention
to who I want to become and how I want to impact the people around me for the next four years.
In one weekend, MPower taught me how to serve others from the most respected members on
campus right before I arrived myself” (Anonymous 2020).
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Figure 2.3

Leadership Knowledge and Application

1.) Identify leadership theories and scholars
2.) Incorporate leadership theory into personal leadership experiences
3.) Create new insights about leadership using resources and reflections

Community Development
The final Leadership Learning Objective is Community Development. Within this
objective, the two main goals are for students to form a deep and tangible understanding of the
UM Creed/Values through team building activities. The Creed is showcased each day concluding
in a final presentation by each MPower group. The student groups are assigned one line and are
able to choose one line of the UM Creed to focus their presentation on. Each group is guided by
their MPL in small group time. The students have complete creative range for how they want to
present what they’ve learned over the program and how it relates to their lines of the UM Creed.
Some groups create skits, powerpoints, videos, even songs and choreography. One MPower
MPL states: “I never thought I could love and connect with lines of a statement like I have with
the tenants of the UM Creed. Maybe it was from the fun skits we did to make each line come to
life. Or maybe it was because of the authentic conversations I had with my MPLs about their
favorite line of the Creed that led to deep heart to heart talks at 2 a.m. Maybe it was from the
eye-opening conversations I had with my peers on the bus ride home from the National Civil
Rights Museum.
7

Either way, MPower provided me with a deep love and respect for the UM Creed, real examples
for how to live out the tenants over my next four years, and the mentorships and friendships I
needed to hold me accountable to do so.
Figure 2.4
Community Development Strategic Plan Summary
1.) Identify shared values among groups,networks, and communities
2.) Value the unique contributions of others
3.) Demonstrate empathy and understanding for others
4.) Engage in conversations across difference
5.) Develop and maintain healthy relationships with others
6.) Work effectively with groups in pursuit of a common goal
7.) Use personal experience to challenge and support others
Why Leadership Learning Outcomes Matter
At MPower, team building activities occur everyday and help establish deep friendships.
One MPower student says, “My best friends from freshman year were MPower students. We
actually got to serve together as MPLs the next year” (Anonymous 2020). MPower sends groups
to Ole Miss Campus Rec to embrace challenging team building exercises all while helping
students bond to their new UM community which helps establish deep friendships. While
different departments and student organizations are able to come and address students via a
student panel and inspire students to get involved. Even the small moments of bonding like team
building activities and small group discussion matter in the overarching goal of establishing
friendships and mentorships while shaping leadership skills. Over eighty-five percent of MPower
participants reported feeling more connected to 1. The University 2. The Core Values of the UM
Creed 3. Their Own Leadership Capabilities (MPower 2020).
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In addition, eighty-four percent felt more connected to friendships and eighty-two percent left
MPower feeling more connected to mentorship (MPower 2020). Imagine the type of campus
culture that would be created when eighty-five percent of all freshmen would feel more
connected to the University, the core values of the UM Creed, and their own leadership
capabilities (MPower 2020).

Chapter III: Carnegie Dartlet
In an effort to better understand the University of Mississippi brand, university officials
contracted Carnegie Dartlet to conduct research through ten live workshops and one online
workshop. This data is important to understand because it provides the foundation of where the
University of Mississippi brand is today while outlining the goals for what the University of
Mississippi brand can achieve in the future. While this section focuses on Carnegie Dartlet
information, please keep in mind the connection that will later be defended for how investing in
MPower is a means to the end goal of increasing the UM brand.
Research Methods
These workshops varied in method from consensus-driven personality workshops to
platform workshops to competitive audits to perception research. In total, 2,237 participants were
included in these sessions representing both members of the UM community and nonmembers
(Carnegie Dartlet 2019). The competitor set of institutions that UM is compared with can be
referenced in Figure # found in the Appendix.. It is important to note that if respondents did not
have any familiarity with any of the institutions represented in the survey, their responses were
dismissed in order to ensure accuracy.
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Figure 3.1 explains the quantitative approach used by Carnegie Dartlet while Figure 2.1 provides
statistical details for the research method. Table 1.1 breaks down the participants' demographics
who represent UM faculty, staff, officials, students, fans, allies, and community members.

How This Data Relates To MPower
The goal of Carnegie Dartlet’s research was to discover what the authentic story and
personality the University of Mississippi portrays at its best. As of the time of the research, May
2019, the top four qualities/attributes/personalities were selected as representative of what the
UM brand portrays today as the following: twenty-five percent reported Cheerful and
Enthusiastic, sixteen percent reported Supportive and Selfless, twelve percent reported Generic
and Confused, and ten percent reported Elegant and Refined (Carnegie Dartlet 2019). It has
been determined that the top four qualities/attributes/personalities that the University of
Mississippi aims to achieve are the following: twenty-four percent reported Brilliant and
Transformative, eighteen percent reported Supportive and Selfless, sixteen percent reported
Powerful and Assertive, and fifteen percent reported Adventurous and Inquisitive (Carnegie
Darlet 2019).
The goal of Carnegie Dartlet’s research is to use the findings to strengthen the UM brand.
At the core, the conclusion of UM’s purpose is to better students. This goal has been simplified
into one strong phrase: The University of Mississippi exists to Inspire Everlasting Excellence to
propel students to lead and serve in powerful ways.
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Chapter V: How MPower Fits Within These Findings
The main purpose of this section is to show how investing in MPower is a means to an
end for strengthening the UM brand. There are ten areas from the research findings that Carnegie
Dartlet suggest the University focus on continuing to foster, strengthen, and expand. Within each
of these areas, I will list the goals outlined for the University and directly correlate them each
paragraph’s explanations for how MPower is currently serving these goals in addition to how
MPower can expand in the future to support said goals.
UM Goals 1-3
The campus culture found at the University of Mississippi is one overflowing with
involvement. I have found it to be true that to be someone on this campus is to be involved. Yet
the important underlying foundation of that statement is that involvement comes in a variety of
different appearances. One MPower Attendee states, “After I attended the MPower Program my
freshman year, I became involved on campus because it sparked an interest in me that wanted to
serve this community and be a leader for others on campus! I love this program so much that I
was leader every year since I attended because I wanted to provide the same experience I didone that embodies a safe environment for growth within yourself” (Anonymous 2020).

UM Goals
1. To carry forward only the best of the Universities' past.
2. To be a place of significance, blending University traditions with new insight.
3. To foster a common sense of purpose among all UM community members.
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To support Goal 1, MPower currently takes a trip to the National Civil Rights Museum,
spending an entire day of the program strictly focused on race relations at a national, state, and
local level. This helps students “carry forward only the best of the University’s past.” MPower
uses this day to host multiple discussions to ensure that students are respectful and recognize the
troubled history of our school while working together to provide an inclusive future for all.
MPLs also host activities to engage students in respectful discussion of race relations on
campus.
By creating a new staffing model and expanding the curriculum to fit growing areas of
need, MPower will be able to host a more diverse and large group of MPLs to work with new
material. Establishing new traditions that are inclusive for all is also an area that could be
expanded provided the new staffing model and needed resources which supports Goal 2.
MPower works to establish new inclusive traditions in order to “promote healthy and safe
program traditions that are generated by both participants and student staff in an effort to create a
sense of community and identity around the MPower program” (MPower 2020). By creating
structural changes to the current schedule, MPower can allow for the content to be based on a
more cohesive theme. This will allow for the learning objectives of each day to be more
pronounced and clear.
One MPower Peer Leader states, “The MPower Program helped shaped my collegiate
experience by showing me true servant leadership” (Anonymous 2020). MPower hosts multiple
team building activities related to the tenants of the UM Creed which helps establish a sense of
connection with students to the values treasured by the UM community. MPower hosts daily
discussions led by MPLs covering UM values which supports Goal 3.
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UM Goals 4-6
One MPower attendee states, “In one weekend, MPower taught me how to serve others
from the most respected members on campus right before I arrived myself” (Anonymous 2020).
The leadership training activities that MPower provides to both students and MPLs increase
students’ empowerment supporting Goal 4 and 5. MPower works to ensure that students’
leadership skills are both encouraged and challenged. Inspirational speakers are brought into the
conference to give powerful speeches on motivation, determination, and the importance of
mentorship. By increasing the funding for MPower, the areas of mentorship and support can be
expanded and built upon supporting Goal 6. This will be achieved by creating a mentorship
system for staff which would allow senior staff members to collaborate with and share their own
experiences with new staff members. This new structure is definitely needed as its important for
mentors to have a mentor and someone to look to in order to be able to learn how to mentor
others.

UM Goals
4. To equip students with the right means for growth.
5. To create opportunities for all students to reach their goals.
6. To enable students with the resources to obtain their full potential.
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UM Goals 7-9
Because Ole Miss resides in the Hospitality State, one can assume that our campus is
friendly, welcoming, and hospitable. MPower supports Goal 7 in ensuring that all feel welcomed
on campus through the emphasis on building familial bonds. But what most people do not
understand is just how deep those values transcend from MPower into our campus culture. One
MPower Peer Leader states, “ I truly love this program because it helped show me the true
meaning of an Ole Miss family” (Anonymous 2020).
MPower works very hard to ensure that the students leave MPower feeling connected to
the values of Ole Miss, one being the value of family. MPower currently places students in
groups of less than ten with one MPower Peer Leader supporting Goal 8. These Family Groups
work together all throughout the conference in team building activities, small group discussion,
leadership breakout sessions, etc. Expanding MPower’s capacity levels would allow for more
freshmen to experience the power of Family Groups and enhance their own connection to the
Ole Miss family through this experience. Providing the financial resources for more MPLs would
help upperclassmen expand their involvement, mentorship, and friendships with incoming first
year students. MPower supports Goal 9 through each day’s learning objectives. As previously
mentioned over eighty-five percent of MPower participants reported feeling more connected to
the University which proves how MPower’s learning objectives support Goal 9.

UM Goals
7.To foster a place of home and welcome for all.
8. To form relationships at the University that last a lifetime.
9. To enable the UM community through a shared common affection for the University.
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UM Goals 10-12
MPower currently provides students with diversity and inclusion training throughout each
day of the program which supports Goal 10. At the conference, MPLs lead their MPower Family
Groups in small group discussion based on the importance and values of inclusion.  One MPower
attendee writes,“Coming from a small town, this program provided so much insight on topics I
was never exposed to previously” ( Anonymous 2020).
MPLs are able to partake in their own introspective activities at the fall retreat.
Hopefully, this retreat can be expanded into the spring as well which would provide MPLs with
more resources to grow their own mentorship and leadership qualities. This would support Goal
11 and ensure that a rich experience is provided to MPLs throughout the year. Part of this thesis
project is to provide yearlong mentorship material for MPLs regarding how to lead on difficult
topics. Through the expansion of MPower, more incoming freshmen from more diverse
backgrounds will be able to attend supporting Goal 12. With increased investment, MPower can
provide scholarships and fee waivers so that no student is turned away from the program based
upon the inability to meet the financial obligation of attending. Both the current and future
support of MPower based around being a dynamic and inclusive student program derives from
the following University of Mississippi goals.

UM Goals
10. To be forever dedicated to integrating diverse aspects of UM into our collegiate culture.
11. To ignite a richer and more fulfilling experience for all.
12. To ensure that each student is represented and heard.
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We Are MPower
The figure below, Figure 5.1, represents a team building and purpose finding activity
conducted by the current MPLs for MPower 2020. These student leaders filled in the blanks with
what they thought best represents the students of MPower. Their definitions and identifying
characteristics directly correspond to the overall brand image that the data suggests UM strives to
achieve.
As you have read, MPower is already fostering an inclusive, united, and diverse campus
culture. MPower is already empowering students to become more engaged with the UM
Community. Investing in this program will not only further spread its impact to the entire
freshman class but will within a four year period, ensure that all current students at Ole Miss will
have had the opportunity to participate in the leadership and diversity training that MPower
provides.

We are MPower

Figure 5.1

We are from All Over
From West Coast and East Coast.
We are from Oxford with the Grove and the Square.
It is Home with Rebels whose Paths Crossed.
We’re from Hardship and Controversy.
From Progress and Inclusivity.
We’re from The Spot That Ever Calls.
We are from Diversity from Community and Family.
We are from Opportunity with Guidance and Process.
It is Old Ways with New Ideas,
Because I am from Integrity, Stewardship, and Compassion,
We are MPower.
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Chapter V: SEC Competition
Other SEC schools are already offering similar extended orientation models for freshmen.
Their programs focus on increasing school spirit, teaching university traditions, increasing
networking with freshmen and upperclassmen, establishing mentorship relationships, and
bonding with their freshmen classes. Seven Eights of all of UM’s SEC competing institutions
host multiple sessions for their extended orientation or varying leadership program. All eight of
our main competition schools’ programs offer scholarships or fee waivers for their participants.
Figure 6.1 represents the participation yield of other SEC peer institutions’ MPower equivalent
programs in 2019. There are many colleges that offer multiple sessions that serve an entire class
of freshmen such as the University of Texas and the University of Michigan. The University of
Alabama even offers their MPower equivalent, Camp 1831, to all incoming students including

both freshmen and transfers. Investing now in MPower will allow the program to slowly move
towards this goal.

Figure 6.1 Comparison with Other SEC Institutions
SEC Institution
Texas A&M
Mississippi State University
University of Tennessee
Louisiana State University
University of Arkansas
University of South Carolina
University of Mississippi

Freshmen Participants
6,500
1,000
1,000
660
360
90
58
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Chapter VI: MPower Vision
MPower has the short-term goals of reaching capacity to serve more than a quarter of the
freshman class. By 2024, MPower could serve at a minimum twenty-five percent of the
incoming freshman class which would be 850-900 students (MPower 2020). To do so, additional
sessions will need to be offered once the program exceeds 450-500 students. If the program is
able to increase capacity of participation by seventy percent each year, the five year goal will be
easily attainable. Please refer to Figure 6.2 located in the Appendix for a visual representation.
The long term vision of MPower is simple: to reach capacity to serve an entire incoming
freshman class. MPower seeks to be a true extended orientation experience focused on leadership

and diversity for incoming students. The goal is to see MPower become the Flagship Program for
the University of Mississippi.

Chapter VII: University Return on Investment
By investing now in MPower, campus culture will be strengthened as more and more
students are able to participate in the leadership and diversity training MPower offers. The main
benefit is that overall student retention rate will rise as more students are able to participate in
MPower as represented by the data in Figure 7.1. Unfortunately due to COVID-19, collaboration
with other universities to collect their retention rate data through comparison of their extended
orientation student cohorts versus the general student body was no longer feasible. However, we
do have qualitative evidence to support how having students experience the impactful sessions,
deep conversations with MPLs, and thought provoking activities will prove to be a proactive area
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for the University. One MPower attendee writes, “Looking back, that weekend and those people
are defining in giving me the confidence to apply myself to campus” (Anonymous 2020). One
MPower Peer Leader references what she learned from MPower and the correlation to the
University’s history. “Visiting the MLK museum [which] allowed me to consider how my
university’s history has shaped its present and how I (along with all of the participants and
leaders alike) could shape her future.” Another MPower attendee speaks about the power and
transformative experience of the MPower sessions. “[MPower] shaped me as a leader because it
taught me difference between power and presence. The MPower family shows us the importance
of diversity of all kinds. [MPower] has helped me understand that a seat at the table is even more

valuable when those who have these positions are empowered to use them for others”
(Anonymous 2020).
Figure 7.1 Retention Rates

2015
2016
2017
2018

 Power Cohort
M
Retention Rate
93.00%
94.00%
91.25%
96.10%

Freshman
Retention Rate
85.30%
85.20%
85.60%
92.77%

Conclusion: MPOWER IS THE MEANS TO AN END
The data from Carnegie Dartlet states that UM stakeholders should take action now to
increase the UM brand. MPower: Lead Through The Creed is a program that is already
established, functioning, and easily expandable. MPower already addresses the same areas of
needed focus for Ole Miss to increase student, faculty, alumni, and community brand awareness,
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authenticity, and strength. Investing in MPower is an investment in the UM brand. The
University's ROI is very high and includes the following: increased student retention rates, a
more engaged student body, stronger connection of the UM Creed/UM values with community
members, and increased alumni relations. Increasing the capacity levels of MPower could
directly increase the inclusivity of campus culture so that students who are previously ignorant of
their actions will be shown, taught, and held accountable for promoting a respectful environment.
Having more students go through diversity and inclusion training will hopefully help improve
race relations on campus. The goal is to see diversity embraced more across campus because of

the transformative and eye-opening experience students who participate in MPower will have.
As the program expands to include all freshmen, those freshmen will in turn graduate and
become more engaged alumni. Alumni connections will grow because stronger bonds will have
been previously established between students and the UM community through MPower. As
alumni relations increase, so will donor dollars. In turn, the University of Mississippi brand will
be strengthened from both the current students and current alumni pool by the year 2024.
University Officials should allocate the appropriate funding needed to expand the program by
seventy percent each year to reach the five year goal of catering to twenty-five percent of the
incoming freshman class. University departments should collaborate together, joining resources,
time, and skills in order to help establish MPower as the Flagship Program for the University of
Mississippi. I would like to close with these quotes from past MPower students and current
MPower Peer Leaders that re-emphasise the importance of the program.
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“MPower taught me how to serve others.”
“[MPower] allowed me to consider how my university’s history has shaped its present and
how I (along with all of the participants and leaders alike) could shape her future.”
“[Mpower gave]me the confidence to apply myself to campus.”
“MPower pointed my attention to who I want to become and how I want to impact the people
around me for the next four years.”
“MPower set my entire four year journey at Ole Miss on the right trajectory.”
“[MPower] provided so much insight on topics I was never exposed to previously.”
“[MPower] showed me the true meaning of an Ole Miss family.”
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Personal Statement
I can not count the number of times I have sat in the 3rd floor Thesis Library and caught
myself daydreaming while staring at the rows upon rows of each bookcase filled with those
coveted dark blue thesis books. I imagined seeing my own book sitting in its rightful place on the
shelf and many times could almost see my name in gold writing along the binding. Maybe it was
due to the hallucination that started to set in right as the sun was rising and began reflecting the
gold lettering on the theses of students who came before me. Or maybe it was due to the fact that
the ice in my coffee had long been melted away and the physical strain of sleep deprivation

began to set in. Either way, I have long awaited the day where I get to hold my own thesis book
and place it upon the shelf.
Having to complete a thesis is one of many HoCo factors that unites my business peers
and pre-med friends. Over the years, I’ve seen the faces of my best friends shift from the excited
reading of our Honors Welcome Week packets to the solemn faces we shared at 3 a.m in our
favorite study spot in HoCo. We have grown from a confused group of freshmen huddled
together in a Pittman study room trying to make sense of the questions our Honors 101
professors were asking, questions that no 18 year old has the answer too. Many times that was
the point. We grew together. We asked great and daring questions on Freshmen Ventures and
Junior Quest. We asked challenging questions of our own character. We sat across from each
other and simply repeated, “think of grad school” or “do it for your white coat.” We have
laughed in the Great Room and have cried in the Study Dungeon.
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Too many times did we sleep walk through the Honors Lobby at 5 a.m after a wonderful
little power nap on the 3rd floor couch. We have compared our schedules hoping for shared
Honors courses and met each other by the Koi Pond to exchange stories in between classes.
I say all this because a thesis isn’t just a book that sits upon a shelf on the 3rd floor of the Honors
College. A thesis is a journey that each Citizen Scholar is both privileged and responsible for
embarking upon. A thesis no matter the subject is a representation of each conversation in front
of the Koi Pond or those questions of profound thought asked during Junior Quest. A thesis
represents the transformation of intellectual thought and academic curiosity that each wide-eyed

freshman looks up to and each tired-eyed senior proudly looks back upon. I’ve witnessed that
four year transformation on a daily basis and have personally seen the simplified yet monumental
changes that occur. My thesis is a reflection of simply that.
I’ve watched as the faces of my fellow Citizen Scholars have grown from pure ignorant
inspiration as we sat together writing what we thought was a profound new take on an old piece
of literature from Honors 420. I’ve seen tears shed as our faces began to resemble that of utter
defeat while staring at a blank application essay for the journey we must embark upon after
graduation. From Honors Welcome week to late nights in the Study Dungeon to early mornings
in the Thesis Library, my thesis has become a part of my collegiate identity. My thesis is not
words on 100% cotton bond paper binded together by the seal of the Honors College. My thesis
lives in the moments of great inspiration and deep contemplation. My thesis grew stronger in the
moments of defeat and dedication to the future.
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My thesis survives because of the hopes and dreams, accomplishments and failures, of all
the students who call the Sally McDonald Barksdale Honors College home. But most
importantly, my thesis is because of my own MPower journey. From being a participant in
MPower 2016, to an MPower Peer Leader (MPL) in 2017, to Head MPL at MPower 2018, my
thesis has been a part of that journey with me. I hope from the words and data collected on these
pages has enabled you to feel a small sense of the inspiration, empowerment, and transformation
that each and every MPower student goes through. I hope after reading this, you will understand
why I care so deeply and will join me in the cause to ensure that all future freshmen have the

opportunity to participate in this program that will shape the trajectory of their next four years
from the moment they set foot on campus as a University of Mississippi student.
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APPENDIX
Figure 3.1
Carnegie Dartlet Approach
Method: Quantitative Survey
Distribution: Online, Opt-in.
Age REquirement: 16+
Deployment Dates: 05/07/19-05/16/19
DMA: Jackson, Gulfport, Biloxi, Memphis/North MS, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Ft. Worth

Figure 3.2

Carnegie Dartlet Statistical Details

DMA Combined Households: 9,674,960
Sample Size 1781
Sampling Type: Regional Random Sampling
Confidence Level: 99%
Max Confidence Interval: 3.05

Figure 4.1 Participant Demographics
AGE:
Age: 39
Range 16-100
16-28: 33%
29-44: 37%
45-64: 23%
65+: 7%

GENDER
Male: 33%
Female: 63%
Transgender: 1%
Other: 0%

AFFILIATION WITH UM
Student/Faculty/Staff:
Friend/Familyis/was S/F/S:
Business/Community Parter:
No Direct Affiliation:

RACE (ALL THAT APPLY)
American Indian/Alaska Native:
Asian:
Black or African American:
Hispanic or Lantinx:
Middle Eastern/North African:
Pacific Islander:
White:
Other:

3%
4%
31%
6%
.5%
.5%
54%
2%

EXCLUDED SAMPLE DETAILS
2%
28%
7%
63%

Total Surveys Started:
Terminated:
Final Sample:

iix

4,777
2,990
1,787

Figure 5.1 Comparable Set for UM
Auburn University
Louisiana State University (LSU)
Mississippi State University (MSU)
Texas Christian University (TCU)
University of Alabama
University of Georgia
University of Southern Mississippi (USM)
University of Tennessee-Knoxville

Figure 6.2 MPowers Growth Vision
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